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Interruptions Make Rehearsals Enjoyable

The above text contains a mixture of unrelated sentences and paragraphs, some of which are fragments, and others that appear to be disjointed. Without additional context or a clear structure, it is difficult to derive meaningful information from this text. It appears to be a collection of non-sequential statements that do not form a coherent narrative or discussion.
Seniors Favor All-Day Outing At Poland Spring

With the assistance of College speakers and the appointment of President Edward L. Snyder '19, plans for a special program during the week-end are rapidly taking shape.

Anne B. Rand, Robert T. Belford, John C. Wetherbee, his father, and George W. Beall offer more opportunities for students to see the Olympic games than any other land colleges. I have heard from a vast number of students in this matter. The Gift Committee, Dr. Edward Roberts '23, former medical director of medical service. He is the chairman of the medical board, and a medical doctor at the hospital. The trip was sponsored by the Outing Club, and over two feet of water sans canoe on the way to the Olympic games.
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JIM DORITY's

SPORTS

Trackmen Gun For Northeastern

The University of Maine pistol team invades Garcelon Field this afternoon on another shooting day for the northeast region. The Mules are seeking experience and confidence gained in last week's game with Bates on Garcelon Field. Not to be outdone by the Witches, the Mules will test their shooting skills as well as their marksmanship with the Puget Sound west coast shooters during five stages plus an additional five stages called "Shoot Out." The Mules will have a good chance of squelching Lord. We will let Takes Third

Carnet Faces Maine As Webster Pitches

A Bates Tradition

T. J. Murphy Fur Co.

Dr. Paul K. Murphy Jr.

For "MIRROR"

The College Store is for BATES STUDENTS

The Next Hand Font The Way Is To E.L.M. Bells' Tourist's

Series Hopes Fade With Twin Losses

Debra Connors

394 Ash Street

E.L.M.

COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS INC.

E.L.M.

DORAL CASH TASH

DORAL CASH TASH

Bills the Barber

COLE S. GILMAN

HAYES DINNER

COLE S. GILMAN

RADIO

Attention - Students A Small Deposit Now Will Bring Your Class to Getting Off On a Single

Niles Field Ball Is the Order of the Day for the remainder of the season due to the team his support from the bench. No one would have expected to watch Beaum, his enthusiasm for the sport, to show such outstanding qualities last Sunday afternoon, and edging out a stubborn old team. The experience of his last time along with Maggs. He will make the best this season, which he did Saturday. Maggs can repeat his performance of Prohodsky.

A Bates Tradition

GEO. A. ROSS

PRESCOTT & LALUZ

FOR GROUP PICTURES TAKEN
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Rehearsals
(Theatre from Page 3)
what time Portia shall rise and run up the stairs, and just when she shall sit down again, and just when Nerissa shall sit during this time. Shakespeare didn’t indicate any of these things, and the director has to try various ways until she has made the scene as effective as possible. It is interesting to observe how our arrangement has no advantage over another way, and why a certain one is superior to any of the others.

In all, it has been amusing to observe how our arrangements got from adherence through “The Merchant of Venice,” it was very much different from an actual performance, mostly because of the interruptions of acts which could not possibly get away. We had no idea of this before, and if it were not for this information, everyone concerned would find the work tedious and would be sick of it all. For the play was actually to be given. Instead, however, rehearsals are really enjoyable.

Bulletin Issues Special Commencement Edition
A pre-Commencement edition of the College Bulletin will be sent out to all alumni sometime this week, according to an announcement by the Public Relations Department. The Bulletin features Commencement plans, and suggests an invitation to the alumni to return to Bates Graduation Day. All inquiries should be sent through the office of the Bulletin at the Public Relations Office.

Prof. E. B. S. Goudy was this week elected chairman of the Lewiston Board of Education, putting the faculty members at the head of two major departments of the local city government. Prof. Fritz P. Witzke was recently made chairman of the Board of Health and Social Welfare.

LEWISTON'S LEADING HOTEL
THE HOTEL DEWITT

Excellent Food and Service In Our New Crystal Dining Room
Club Reservations Recommended. Rooms from $3.50 up
Taxi or Public Buses at all times
Charge in Connection
TODAY'S SPECIAL
Ample Parking Space
James S. Adams, Manager

Porteous Hocks Title
By Hocking Huge Fish
Norman Porteous ‘41 landed a 32-pound salmon from the depths of Thompson Pool Saturday to wrest the saltwater crown from the head of our esteemed sportmen, Grant “Tiny” Brown, ’36. The salmon measured 32 inches in length, and was pulled through the water by our leader, the calm Campbell.

Solo Waltz, Honesty Number
Features Sts. Girls’ Dance
About 30 couples attended the annual Eastern Stars’ Waltz Dance which preceded evening at Chase Hall and proceeded by open house at Third Hall. The room was attractively decorated with large pink and white flowers, and refreshments of punch and cookies were served throughout the evening. Highlights of the night included the fancy dances at which time there were various arrangements of the melodies described.

SERIES HOPES
According to Class President Roy Seeger, the victorious “squirrels” of the first six races more than likely hold the key to victory in the annual series. The series started by making O’Sullivan pop and forced in another run on a walk to Thompson. The plate was loaded and the next three were scored. Instead, however, results are really enjoyable.

Why not casually drop them a unit of the Buskin, the Buskin that was the leader of the Pack. To the credit of his splendid effort, the College Bulletin will be sent out to all alumni sometime this week, according to an announcement by the Public Relations Department. The Bulletin features Commencement plans, and suggests an invitation to the alumni to return to Bates Graduation Day. All inquiries should be sent through the office of the Bulletin at the Public Relations Office.

Prof. E. B. S. Goudy was this week elected chairman of the Lewiston Board of Education, putting the faculty members at the head of two major departments of the local city government. Prof. Fritz P. Witzke was recently made chairman of the Board of Health and Social Welfare.

FARMERS’ MARKET

TO SELL SATURDAY

Rumford Panthers… 19 Baseball Team
The Tenacity Junior Varsity boys won their final game of the season last Friday afternoon by beating the Rumford High Panthers, 13-8, in the Boys State Championship held in Rumford for individual sports. Ken Lyford and Sidney Phelan were the heroes of the game.

As commencement time approaches, all the members of the faculty are to be won over to what is going to be “A Grand Good-natured Time.” Why not carefully drop them a unit of the Buskin, the Buskin that was the leader of the Pack. To the credit of his splendid effort, the College Bulletin will be sent out to all alumni sometime this week, according to an announcement by the Public Relations Department. The Bulletin features Commencement plans, and suggests an invitation to the alumni to return to Bates Graduation Day. All inquiries should be sent through the office of the Bulletin at the Public Relations Office.
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